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We accept Mr. Thomas’ apology. 
Mr. Thomas has not been part of Metron Nutraceuticals since 8-25-2015. 
We were sorry to see that Mr. Thomas followed a wrong path and made some very bad 
choices, but we understand that he recently showed regret for his conduct and has taken steps 
to correct his mistakes and misstatements.

Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos

Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos
PharmD, MD, PhD, FETCS
President
Metron Nutraceuticals, LLC

4600 Euclid Avenue
Suite 401
Cleveland, OH, 44103
USA
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On Jun 23, 2017, at 14:58EDT, Clayton Thomas <detoxsmart@yahoo.com> wrote:

Apology to Metron Nutraceuticals and to Dr. Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos

On August 10, 2016 at 1:25 PM I sent out a group email, which you received with the subject “Metron Recall”. MY
EMAIL CONTAINED NUMEROUS FALSE STATEMENTS AND MISREPRESENTATIONS. I am sending this email to
express my deep and sincere APOLOGY to Metron Nutraceuticals, LLC and to Dr. Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos and
to set the record straight.

In my effort to compete against Metron, I sent DEFAMATORY and FALSE statements about Metron Nutraceuticals,
one of Metron’s products (CytoDetox) and about Metron’s President, Dr. Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos.

Clearing the air as to my prior MISREPRESTATIONS, the following is the actual truth:

· No Metron product was EVER recalled by the FDA including Metron’s product known as CytoDetox.

· During my time with Metron, Metron always operated ABOVE AND BEYOND the FDA standards for
nutraceuticals.  I have no reason to believe this has changed after my time with Metron.

· Dr. Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos is the inventor of Hydrolyzed Clinoptilolite Fragments and is the owner of the
only U.S. Patent for this technology.

· Although neither I nor anyone else that I know ever participated in any research or development of Metron’s
Hydrolyzed Clinoptilolite Fragments, I am aware that Metron’s products are supported by extensive research
and testing.

With this email, I also provide my deep and sincere APOLOGY to Dr. Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos for the
UNTRUTHFUL comments I made about him and Metron Nutraceuticals in Facebook posts over the last two years.

I also apologize for FALSE and PERSONAL accusations about Dr. Tsirikos-Karapanos, not only as a businessman,
but as a husband to his wife and daughters. These personal attacks were distastefully inappropriate and FALSE.

With this public apology recanting my August 2016 email and numerous Facebook posts, I hope that the Tsirikos-
Karapanos family and that Metron can accept this apology. To demonstrate the sincerity of this statement, I will post
this public apology to my Facebook page as well.  I hope that if you formed a negative opinion of Metron, its products
or its owner based upon my August 10, 2016 email or any other negative communications I may have had with you,
that you can change your opinion to view this company, its ownership and its products in the positive way they
deserve.



Please accept my promise that this will never happen again.

Clayton Thomas
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